
At present we are at 100 % compacity now on C Jetty with only one slip allocated to a smaller 
boat out at the end of the Jetty. It is the second to last slip and the max size that we have come 
up with is 22 feet over all length would fit into this spot out beside Terry Wilson and Scott 
Morley. 

• With C jetty being full up this now turns to A jetty there are two spots not allocated yet 
at the present time.  

• Now B jetty is for boats less than 18 feet long and there are 4 slips available at this time 
for boats of that size. 

• So out of 98 slips available for moorage there are 6 slips. So, if my math is right that 
gives puts us at 92 slips already allocated. 

• Again, I must remind all club members that for safety reasons to keep an eye on your 
slip space for tidiness. And to not leave anything on the docks that deem a safety issue. 
I.E. fishing gear Gerry cans either empty or full. Any and all tripping hazards  

• Any issues with the docks should be reported directly to me soonest I.E. Fuel spills in 
this case both the environmental office Steve White and the Wharf-Master Dan Morgan 
need to be in the know. But the first call you should make it is to the base if we can't be 
reached at the time by calling the base at 250 363 2000 ask for the operator for the 
none emergency number and they will put you through  

• Pulling logs out of the water in where we launch hats off to those members with the 
trucks in the club who have stepped up and moved them. Thank you too many to 
mention.  

• if you see a boat that is not tied up or drifting take the time and tie it up even though it 
is not your boat. 

• I am in the process of identifying all the loose weak boards on the docks. Over the next 
little while different members have stated all I got to is mark them and let them know 
they will do the replacing on their own time when no one is around on the jetties. 

• in the coming weeks the Membership Chair and me will be making up ID cards for those 
members who don't have them on their boats yet. If you want or need a new one, 
contact Hugh or me, we will add your name to the list. 

Other point of interest for the wharfs Scott Morley and me have been putting a lot of time into 
the power washing the docks. I am here to say that all but A jetty is complete and over the next 
two weekends we shall have the entire docks done as well as the main walk ways. The fingers I 
will leave to a work party when we can start those is really anyone guess but it is looking like 
the green slime days are numbered on our docks. If you go to Facebook and see the before and 
after pics that I have posted more to come as the work progresses.  
 
Finally, I would like to say we all have bad days from time to time So instead of snapping back at 
someone me included! Like DR. Henry suggests (be calm be kind to one another and follow the 
rules.) They are there for your safety and everyone else for that matter too. 
 
Wharf master 
 Dan Morgan  


